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3RD LYRIC FESTIVAL AT SEA

In partnership with RADIO CLASSIQUE and with the exceptional
presence of Alain Duault. RADIO CLASSIQUE and PONANT invite
you on their third lyrical festival at sea. Enjoy eight timeless days
aboard L'Austral, between discoveries of Mediterranean wonders
and intimate concerts on board the ship. Malaga, a sun-kissed
city on the Costa del Sol and the birthplace of famous painter
Pablo Picasso, marks the start of your Mediterranean musical
odyssey. Andalusia soon makes way for Murcia. You will arrive in
Cartagena, a former Roman colony where there is still a majestic
amphitheatre. As you roam the city, you will discover the many
monuments reflecting its numerous influences and rich history.
You will leave the Iberian Peninsula for the African shores of the
Mediterranean. You will follow in the footsteps of the Andalusian
sailors who, in 902, crossed the Mediterranean to found Oran.
"The radiant", as it is dubbed, will be your gateway to Algeria, its
secrets and its elusive poetry. Algiers shines in the distance.
From its legendary bay, the houses of its Casbah, a UNESCO
World Heritage Site, seem to leap onto the Haussmann-style
buildings of the sea front. The architectural styles mingle, the
different eras find harmony, and the energy of the metropolis is
captivating. L'Austral resumes its journey to head for the
Tunisian shores and capital, Tunis. Rome's great rival, Ancient
Carthage, is yours to discover as you visit its ruins, a UNESCO
World Heritage Site. Sicily, jewel of the Mediterranean, is the
last port of call of this musical journey. Trapani and its ancient
past welcome you for a dive into the heritage of the
Mediterranean's largest island. Your cruise will come to an end
in Valletta, capital of the island of Malta and former stronghold
of the Knights of the

Order of Malta.

ITINERARY

Day 1 MÁLAGA

A historical and festive town, Malaga is located in Andalusia, on
the Costa del Sol. Between the marina and the beaches, the
seaside promenade of La Farola offers an ideal setting for
strolling and relaxing. Set slightly further back, the Malagueta
bullring is one of the emblematic sites of the city. From the hill
overlooking the old town, one can see Gibralfaro castle and the
Alcazaba, two fortified ensembles rising out from the cypresses
and maritime pines. To visit Pablo Picasso's birthplace, you will
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go first to the courtly plaza de la Merced. A few streets back
from here, you can explore the museum dedicated to the artist,
in the Buenavista palace.

Day 2 CARTAGENA

Surrounded by hills, the natural site of the Bay of Carthagena
presided over the fate of this former fortress which has been
home to the greatest European civilisations. Today, these
Phoenician, Roman, Carthaginian, Moorish and Christian
influences form a rich architectural heritage. Its Roman theatre
is one of the most significant and best conserved in Spain. You
will also be able to cross the landscapes of vines and citrus
groves stretching endlessly towards Murcia, to visit this dynamic
regional capital.

Day 3 ORAN

While it is impossible to fully capture the energy that Oran
exudes, the city was a source of inspiration for great novels such
as Don Quixote by Cervantes, The Plague by Camus, and more
recently What the Day Owes the Night by Yasmina Khadra.
Andalusian sailors founded the city in 902 and it continued to
develop until becoming Algeria's second largest city today.
Dubbed "the radiant", the city reflects its multiple influences, a
blend of Middle Eastern, African, Mediterranean, and of course
French. As you stroll through its streets, you will discover the Fort
of Santa Cruz, the Hassan Pasha Mosque, the Sacred Heart
Cathedral, the Mediterranean garden, and the magnificent
seafront. Not far from there, in Sidi Bel Abbes, you may have the
opportunity to visit a modern "khaima", a traditional tent used

by the Bedouins in the desert, and to discover Oran's traditions
and customs.

Day 4 ALGIERS

The beauty of the Bay of Algiers offers travellers arriving by sea
an unforgettable view. The Casbah houses cascade down to the
Haussmann-style buildings and the hustle and bustle of the
Mediterranean city creates a unique atmosphere. Algiers the
White proudly bears the traces of its history with its magnificent
Casbah, listed as UNESCO World Heritage, its tropical garden
called Jardin d'Essai, its Martyr's Memorial, its imposing Basilica
of Our Lady of Africa, and its lively city centre with its Grande
Poste (main post office) and French quarter. Seventy kilometres
(43 miles) away, you will have the possibility of visiting Tipaza,
one of the most extraordinary archaeological complexes of the
Maghreb, listed as World Heritage by UNESCO. Once a trading
post of the Carthaginians and later the Romans, the ancient city
is home to the Royal Mausoleum of Mauretania, a funerary
monument providing precious evidence of what was once the
Punic world.

Day 5 AT SEA

During your day at sea, make the most of the many services and
activities on board. Treat yourself to a moment of relaxation in
the spa or stay in shape in the fitness centre. Depending on the
season, let yourself be tempted by the swimming pool or a spot
of sunbathing. This day without a port of call will also be an
opportunity to enjoy the conferences or shows proposed on
board, to do some shopping in the boutique or to meet the
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PONANT photographers in their dedicated space. As for lovers of
the open sea, they will be able to visit the ship's upper deck to
admire the spectacle of the waves and perhaps be lucky enough
to observe marine species. A truly enchanted interlude,
combining comfort, rest and entertainment.

Day 6 TUNIS

At the crossroads of civilisations, the capital of Tunisia is rich in
cultural discoveries. The ruins of Ancient Carthage, a UNESCO
World Heritage Site and particularly well preserved, testify to the
splendour of this city that was once Rome's great rival. The hill
of Byrsa, the former fortified citadel of the Phoenician port and
one of the presumed burial places of Saint Louis who died there
during the Eighth Crusade, offers spectacular views over the Gulf
of Tunis. In the Bardo National Museum, you will be able to
admire one of the world's finest Roman mosaic collections,
including the magnificent portrait of the poet Virgil.

Day 7 TRAPANI, SICILY

Bathed in the cobalt waters of the Tyrrhenian sea, Trapani is the
former port of the Greek city of Erice, boasting a privileged
natural position in western Sicily. As you wander through its little
streets, you will discover a secular cultural heritage, bearing
witness to the many influences of civilisations that came here:
San Lorenzo Cathedral, Maria Santissima Annunziata sanctuary,
the fountain of Triton. On the shaded restaurant terraces, savour
some fresh fish from the morning's catch. Or else you can opt
for a seafood couscous, a culinary legacy from their Arab
neighbours.

Day 8 VALLETTA

The whole of the Maltese capital Valletta is UNESCO World
Heritage listed and occupies a peninsula in the north-east of the
island. From the fountain of Tritons to Saint-Elme fort, there are
as many majestic streets as there are narrow staircase vennels
to explore. The painted loggia and carved corbels on the tall
houses will accompany you in your explorations, and you'll
rarely be bothered by traffic. You can visit the Grandmasters
palace decorated with coats of arms and frescoes. Saint-John's
cathedral and the ramparts which have guarded the city since
the 16th century are also among the most emblematic sites of
the city. Arranged in terraces, the Barrakka Gardens will
punctuate your promenade with a green and floral experience.

Please Note:

Itineraries are subject to change.
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YOUR SHIP: L'AUSTRAL

YOUR SHIP: L'Austral

VESSEL TYPE:

LENGTH:

142 metres. Passenger Capacity:
264 (200 in Antarctica). Built:
2011

PASSENGER CAPACITY:

BUILT/REFURBISHED:

Luxury Expedition / Cruise Ship This superb mega-yacht with
132 cabins is the result of the expertise of the Italian Fincantieri
shipyard and French sophistication, as interpreted by designer
Jean-Philippe Nuel. L'Austral has a unique atmosphere, a subtle
blend of luxury, intimacy and well-being. A sleek silhouette
softened by elegantly smooth contours and large, arched
windows opening up to the sea and the light: so many features
come together to give L'Austral her distinctive shape. Precious
materials, discreet elegance and a perfect balance between chic
and casual, combine to make you feel as if you are on your own
private yacht. A design blending tradition and innovation, where
a nautical mood has been subtly recreated. Precious materials
in smoothing neutral tones are brought to life with splashes of
cheerful reds. So many personal touches create the spirit of a
"private yacht". Suites and staterooms You can expect
magnificent ocean views as 124 staterooms and suites have
balconies. Individually-controlled airconditioning • Cabin layout:
kingsize bed, or twin beds, communicating cabins available
(children welcome) • Minibar • Flat screen satellite TV • IPod™

players • Desk with stationery • Electronic safe • French bath
products • Dressing table and hairdryer • Bath robes • Satellite
direct line telephone • 110/220 volts • 24hr room service • WiFi •
Balcony Cuisine Loyal to the great French tradition, the haute
cuisine on board is worthy of the finest restaurants, where
discreet, attentive service is the hallmark. Choose from two
restaurants for breakfasts, lunch and dinner. The Gastronomic
Restaurant is situated on Le Liberte Deck and serves you French
and international cuisine accompagnied by fine wine. On the
Grill Restaurant, you have the opportuniny to eat outside and
enjoy buffet lunch and themed dinner. Life On Board Whether
you want to join other guests in the theatre or games area (Wii™
consoles, etc), or relax on your own in a quiet corner of the
library, L'Austral has been designed to meet the needs of every
guest. Everything has been done to preserve the independence
of each guest to suit their personal tastes: lounges for lectures
and shows, a spa in partnership with Sothys™, but also more
intimate spaces such as the library and internet corner.
Comfortable cabins, nearly all with private balcony, are available
for families either as triples or as communicating cabins. There
is also a games area with Wii™ consoles, children's menus, and
a baby-sitting service. Just as if you were on a private yacht,
your time is your own to do as you please. Fitted with the latest
equipment (Kinesis Wall, running machine) and in partnership
with the famous Sothys™ brand, the Beauty Centre on L'Austral
welcomes you for some unforgettable moments of relaxation
and pampering (beauty treatments, hairdresser). Wheelchairs 3
specially adapted wheelchair cabins (Deck 3 = Superior cabin
no. 307, no balcony, Deck 4 = Prestige Cabin no. 407 - with
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balcony and Deck 5 = Prestige Cabin no 509, with balcony) and
lifts to all decks/areas. Details Please click the following links to
read more about Ponant and the other Ponant

cruise ships.
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INSIDE YOUR SHIP
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PRICING

ADDITIONAL CHARGES: Port Taxes & Fees 520 AUD pp


